Abstract: We review our work on the accurate positioning of semiconductor nanowire lasers by means of nanoscale Transfer Printing (nano-TP). Using this hybrid nanofabrication technique, indium phosphide (InP) NWs are successfully integrated at selected locations onto heterogeneous surfaces with high positioning accuracy. Moreover, we show that NW lasers can also be organised to form bespoke spatial patterns, including 1-or 2-Dimensional arrays, or complex configurations with defined number of NWs and controlled separation between them. Besides, our nano-TP technique also permits the integration of NWs with different dimensions in a single system. Notably, the nano-TP fabrication protocols do not affect the optical or structural properties of the NWs and they retain their room-temperature lasing emission after their positioning onto all investigated receiving surfaces. This developed nano-TP technique offers therefore new exciting prospects for the fabrication of hybrid bespoke nanophotonic systems using NW lasers as building blocks.
Introduction
Nanowire photonics has emerged in recent years as a key-enabling field offering important advances across a wide range of scientific disciplines and applications. This span from energy generation, to bio-sensing, light-cell interfaces, nanophotonic integrated systems amongst others (see [1] [2] [3] and reference therein). Yet, all of these technological fields require novel systems and platforms allowing high-scale, versatile, flexible and cost effective device fabrication with low degradation and enhanced performance. Nanowire (NW) lasers fulfil all these conditions offering a revolution in photonics since they were first reported [4] . These provide highly localised coherent light emission and extremely reduced foot-print [1] [2] [3] [4] , features that ensure a key role for NW lasers in the next-generation nanophotonic integrated systems.
However, there are still key technological challenges for this to occur and for NW lasers to reach functional industrial products. One of these challenges, which directly arises from the ultra-small dimensions of NW lasers, make the manipulation and positioning of selected NWs at targeted locations on heterogeneous substrates with high precision and on industrial scales to produce functional systems a fundamental technological bottle-neck. This has limited greatly the transition of NW lasers from research laboratory environments into daily life products. Multiple techniques have been proposed for the manipulation of NWs. These include among others optical and optoelectronic tweezers [5] , usage of microscope probes [6] , large-scale printing techniques [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , and NWs' assembly mechanisms relying either on liquid-assisted [12] , electric field [13] or LangmuirBlodgett processes [14] . Nevertheless, these techniques have diverse difficulties and drawbacks, which might require complex expensive procedures or would only allow operation in fluid media (with NWs in solution). Furthermore, they would not permit the transfer of NWs across different surfaces or the manipulation of single NWs. Other limiting aspects are the reduced positioning accuracy offered by some of the aforementioned techniques, or simply that they would not allow the integration of different types of NWs onto a single system. Moreover, no previous reports were found focusing on the accurate control and positioning of NWs with lasing emission at room temperature.
Recently, a technique known as transfer-printing (TP) [15] emerged from soft-lithography fabrication protocols. This uses elastometric polymer stamps to controllably pickand-place optoelectronic structures, thus allowing transfer from their original substrate to a secondary receiving surface without damaging them or affecting their performance. This technique, first reported by Prof. Rogers' group at the University of Illinois in 2006 [15] , has proven to be a very advantageous technique for hybrid optoelectronic device fabrication due to its simplicity and versatility to produce a myriad of hybrid systems. Soon after the first report of this technique, advances swiftly followed (for reviews see [9] [16] ) and different research groups have reported multiple hybrid photonic systems, based on TP processes. These included the systematic deposition of μ-LEDs onto flexible substrates [17] [18] and the integration of lasers on silicon platforms [16] [19] just to name a few.
TP fabrication techniques have however mainly been centred on the manipulation of large-dimensional optoelectronic structures [16] [17] [18] [19] . Although some effort focused at applying TP fabrication protocols to manipulate nanostructures, these have mainly dealt with large-printing approaches that did not permit the transfer printing of single nanoscale devices [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Also, to date the controllable integration of active NWs with lasing emission at room temperature had not been achieved, limiting the practical development of functional optical systems with these nanoscale and highly-localised laser sources.
At the Strathclyde's Institute of Photonics we have focused on this challenging technological aspect and developed a new nanoscale TP (nano-TP) technique permitting successful operation at the extremely reduced scales of NW lasers [20] [21] . Using our approach we demonstrate precise and sequential positioning of individual NWs with lasing emission at room temperature onto a variety of receiving substrates, such as polymers, metallic layers and silica [20] [21] . Importantly our technique does not damage the NWs and they retained their lasing emission after the transfer printing processes. Moreover, by means of nano-TP we have built complex spatial arrangements with NW lasers, including 1-and 2-Dimensional arrays as well as arbitrary patterns with NWs with different properties whilst controlling also the number of NWs and the specific spacing between elements (down to just a few microns). Following these advances, our future plans include the use of the nano-TP technique for the hybrid fabrication of functional nanophotonic systems using NW lasers as building blocks.
The contents of this article are organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe the nano-TP technique. Sections 3 and 4 introduce respectively the NW lasers used in the nano-TP experiments and the μ-Photoluminescence (μ-PL) setup used to characterise their room temperature lasing emission. Section 5 includes experimental results on the precise positioning and organisation of NW lasers in multiple receiving surfaces and complex configurations by means of nano-TP protocols. Section 6 reports the conclusions and future plans for this research. 
Semiconductor Nanowire Lasers
Semiconductor NWs are expected to be a key component across numerous applications, and one of the most investigated is their use as nanoscale laser sources (see [1] [2] [3] [4] [ [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] and references therein). Since the report of the first NW lasers over 15 years ago [4] , research progress has been phenomenal, and NW lasers built from different materials, e.g. Group III-nitrides [22] [23] [24] , Group II-VI [25] , Group III-V [26] [27] [28] , perovskites [29] [30] [31] , and with operating wavelengths extending from the ultraviolet to the infrared have been demonstrated. The properties of NW lasers such as their highly localised emission and extremely reduced foot-print ensure that they will be key coherent light sources for nanophotonics-enabling technologies, e.g. as on-chip integrated photonic systems, optical interconnects, biosensors and light-cell probes [1] [2] [3] .
For our work we have used indium phosphide (InP) NWs [27] [28] . These had lasing emission at room temperature in the wavelength range of ~860-890 nm when subject to pulsed optical excitation. The InP NWs were grown by selective area metalorganic chemical vapour phase epitaxy on InP substrates with patterned SiO2 masks to control their dimensions. In our experiments we have used NWs of different sizes, with diameters ranging from 435 to 920 nm and lengths varying between 5 and 6 μm. Fig. 1 shows an image of as-grown vertically-aligned InP NWs [28] [29] . These were mechanically detached in bulk and randomly scattered on a 'donor' substrate (Si or SiO2 typically) as shown in fig. 1 (b), before carrying out the nano-TP protocols. 
Nanoscale Transfer Printing
The nano-TP reviewed in this work uses a customized dip-pen lithography system permitting position control of a bespoke polymer µ-stamp [20] with nanometer accuracy. The µ-stamps were fabricated in polydimethylsiloxane, (PDMS) a transparent, elastomeric and adhesive polymer material. These properties permitted the use of these µ-stamps to controllably capture an InP NW from the 'donor' substrate for its subsequent release at a targeted location on the 'receiver' substrate, whilst simultaneously permitting the imaging of the transfer printing process at all times. Notably, the developed nano-TP system also allowed operation across a total printing area of over 10 cm 2 . This enabled the 'donor' and 'receiver' substrates to be inches apart while retaining accurate positioning functionality in the order of tens of nanometers [18] [20] . Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram of the individual stages of the nano-TP of this work [20] , as follows: (a) The µ-stamp is aligned with a desired NW on the donor substrate. (b) Surface contact is produced between µ-stamp and NW.
The µ-stamp deforms conforming to the NW's shape. The strong adhesion induced between NW and µ-stamp allows the existing adhesion between substrate and NW to be overcome. (c) The µ-stamp is lifted with the NW still adhering to it. The µ-stamp relaxes to its original shape reducing its surface area in contact with the NW. (d) The µ-stamp is moved and aligned to a targeted location on the receiver substrate. (e) Surface contact is produced between the system formed by the µ-stamp with the captured NW and the receiver substrate. Gentle mechanical pressure is applied until the adhesion between surface and NW is enough to overcome that between NW and µ-stamp. (f) The µ-stamp is lifted away leaving the NW printed at the targeted position on the receiver substrate. We have designed and fabricated two different types of μ-stamps. These were fabricated in PDMS with equal dimensions (30 x 10 µm rectangular mesas and 50 µm height), but different tips, the actual part of the stamp used to capture and release the NWs. The first generation of µ-stamps had a flat tip, whilst the second generation of µ-stamps was fabricated with a V-shape tip. Fig. 3 depicts the structures of the µ-stamps used in the work. Fig. 3(a) shows a lateral view image of a V-shape tip µ-stamp, whilst fig. 3(b) shows the top view of a µ-stamp with its body in cream colour and the μ-tip in black at the centre. Schematics (i) and (ii) in fig. 3(b) show respectively the shape for the V-shape and flat tip µ-stamps. Both types of µ-stamps demonstrated their ability to transferprint NW lasers from their 'donor' to heterogeneous receiving surfaces. However, given their distinct structures, they offered different performance. The first generation of flat-tip µ-stamps provided a bigger contact surface between µ-stamp and NW which enabled the adhesion between NW and 'donor' substrate to be overcome easily thus allowing an easier capture of the NW. However, precisely because of the high adhesion between NW and µ-stamp, they delivered a more difficult NW release procedure. These first type of µ-stamps were therefore adopted for the transfer-printing of NWs from the donor substrate to adhesive surfaces such as PDMS, but were less suitable for the transfer of NWs onto less adhesive substrates such as metals. The second generation of V-shape µ-stamps were designed to resolve this issue. The lateral view image of a V-shape µ-stamp (see fig.  3(a) ) clearly depicts its characteristic of a 'pointy' tip. The latter provided a reduced contact surface between the NW and µ-stamp, as compared with their flat tip counterparts. However, this design still allowed successful NW capture from the donor substrate, whilst facilitating the NW release process by making it easier to overcome the adhesion between NW and µ-stamp in the printing phase on the receiving substrate. This enhanced the yield of the technique when operating with non-adhesive receiving substrates such as silica or gold.
Notably, the structure of the µ-stamps did not suffer changes during the nano-TP processes, thus permitting their reutilisation for the sequential transfer-printing of multiple NWs to either form bespoke spatial arrangements or for their integration onto different substrates. An additional important consideration regarding the µ-stamp fabrication refers to its adherence characteristics. The use of adhesive stamps indeed permitted the capture of NWs from their 'donor' substrate. Hence, the µ-stamps were designed in PDMS with a selected PDMS/potting agent composition of 10:1 which made them 'sticky' to permit the capture of NWs from the 'donor' substrate. Finally, the deformation of the µ-stamp's shape around the NW during capture was an important feature of the technique. This could be investigated visually during the nano-TP processes, thanks to the optical imaging system included in the nano-TP's system configuration.
To fabricate the µ-stamps, micrometric Silicon (Si) molds with a negative pattern of the designed µ-stamp were produced. These patterns were made using the crystallographic etching planes of Si along with high aspect ratio SU-8 structures. A selected Si mold was then placed on a petri dish before liquid and degassed PDMS was poured into it. This was left to harden 24 hours at room temperature, before being placed on a hot-plate for 2 hours at 100°C. Finally, the PDMS material with the patterned µ-stamp was peeled off the Si mold and cut to a suitable size for operation in our nano-TP system. Prior to that, the µ-stamp was tested to verify that it had a uniform height across its structure. This was done to avoid poor performance arising from unwanted tilts in the µ-stamp providing different surface contact with the donor/receiving substrates across the stamp. Fig. 4(a) shows the µ-photoluminescence (µ-PL) setup used in this work to characterise the room-temperature lasing emission from the InP NWs. This setup was used before and after carrying out the nano-TP processes to check that the NWs retained their lasing emission after their positioning at different locations onto heterogeneous substrates. A 532 nm frequency-doubled Nd:YAG pulsed solid-state laser, emitting 1.6 ns long pulses with a repetition rate of 10 kHz, was used to optically excite the InP NWs above their lasing threshold. This specially designed µ-PL setup permitted the optical pumping of NWs whilst simultaneously collecting their lasing emission through a high-resolution spectrometer incorporated with a CCD camera. Full details on the characterisation setup can be found in [20] . Fig. 4 shows a captured image and the measured optical spectrum for a lasing InP NW (435nm diameter) showing clearly light emission from its end-facets and yielding a narrow spectral peak when optically excited above its lasing threshold.
Fig. 3. (a) Lateral and (b) top image of a V-shape tip µ-stamp. Schematic of the two types of µ-stamps with (i) flat-and (ii) V-shape tip are also included in (b). Scale bars 50 μm.

Characterisation Setup
Results
Our first goals were to demonstrate the achievement of precise and repeatable positioning of NW lasers onto a wide variety of substrates of interest for photonics systems, such as PDMS, silica and gold. Initially, we used our first generation of flat-tip µ-stamps and focused on the transferprinting of NW lasers onto PDMS receiving substrates. PDMS was initially chosen because it is a very adherent material thus allowing an easier NW releasing process by providing a stronger bond between NW and receiver substrate. This resulted in a more accessible route towards the achievement and demonstration of accurate transfer printing of NW lasers. Additionally, integration of NW lasers onto flexible transparent substrates is of interest for the future development of flexible integrated nanophotonic systems with NW lasers at their core. [20] .
Fig. 5. Images showing the transfer printing of NW lasers from a Si substrate to PDMS (a-c) and silica (d-f) surfaces using respectively a flat-(a-c) and V-shape (d-f) µ-stamp. Scale bar 30 μm. Adapted with permission from
Figs. 5(a-c) show sequential images of the transfer printing of an InP NW laser from its 'donor' (Si) substrate to a selected location on a PDMS surface using a flat-tip µ-stamp. Fig. 5(a) shows the µ-stamp aligned next to a selected NW lying down on the donor (Si) surface. Fig. 5(b) shows the NW captured by the µ-stamp while fig. 5(c) depicts the µ-stamp with the captured NW about to be printed on the receiving PDMS surface at a selected location next to a previously printed NW. It should be noted that all the images included in fig. 5 were directly obtained using the optical system integrated in our nano-TP setup through the transparent PDMS µ-stamps.
After this initial demonstration of the feasibility of this technique to controllably transfer-print NW lasers onto a PDMS surface, we investigated transfer-printing of NWs onto other less adhesive substrates. For that, we used our Vshaped tip µ-stamps (see fig. 3 ). As previously stated, these tips offered a reduced surface contact between µ-stamp and NW, thus allowing an easier route for NW release on the receiving substrate whilst still enabling NW capture from the donor surface. Fig. 5(d-f) shows sequential images illustrating the successful transfer printing of a NW laser from a donor Si substrate to a Silica surface using a V-shape µ-stamp. Fig. 5(d) shows the µ-stamp aligned next to the selected NW on the donor substrate. Now the tip of the NW can be seen in black as a result of its sloped sides (see fig.  3(a) ) whilst the µ-stamp's central sub-micrometric ridge can be seen as a faint transparent line at the centre of the stamp. Fig. 5(e) shows the stamp as it captures the NW from the donor substrate. Fig. 5(e) also shows clearly the deformation of the µ-stamp's tip as pressure is applied to ensure the NW is captured. Also as a result of this deformation the µ-stamp becomes flatter and therefore transparent as it conforms to the NW's structure. Upon capturing the NW and lifting the µ-stamp away from the donor substrate, its structure relaxes to its original V-shape reducing its contact surface with the NW, enabling therefore an easier NW release in the silica receiving substrate. Finally, fig. 5 (f) depicts the µ-stamp after releasing the NW (located right above it) on the silica surface next to other three previously printed NWs to form a basic closedloop pattern. It should be mentioned that the nano-TP technique allows positioning of a NW with micrometer accuracy. This can be seen in fig. 5 (f) where a 4 NWs are separated by only just a few microns. In addition to the results shown in fig. 5 for PDMS and silica substrates, we have also demonstrated that this technique can also be used to precisely transfer NW lasers onto a wide variety of surfaces [20] . We must note that our main goal during this work, was to tackle an important technological challenge, namely the accurate positioning of individual NW lasers onto different surfaces/systems. This is of importance for the future manufacturing of hybrid and bespoke nanophotonic systems with integrated NW laser sources. Hence, our μ-stamps used during the nano-TP processes were designed with relatively small cross-section (30 x 10 μm) to permit single device capture. However, we should also indicate that our technique would also permit the transfer-printing of multiple nanoscale devices at once by using stamps with larger cross-sectional areas.
Our next focus was to demonstrate the possibility to build complex spatial arrangements with different types of NW lasers onto a variety of platforms by means of nano-TP. Fig. 6 shows various regular 2D arrays fabricated with InP NW lasers as building blocks using nano-TP. Specifically, fig. 6 shows two arrays with alternating ( fig. 6(a) ) or aligned rows ( fig. 6(b) ) fabricated on a PDMS receiving substrate. Moreover, the spacing between the individual elements in the array could be controlled and made equal to ~25 μm for the results in fig. 6 ).
Fig. 6. 2-D arrays fabricated with InP NW lasers by means of nano-TP on a PDMS substrate with (a) alternating and (b) aligned rows. (c) Collage merging images for the lasing NWs in (b). (d) Sequential images illustrating the printing of one of the NWs in the array in (b). (e & f) Spectra for the indicated NW lasers in the array in (b). Scale bars: (a & b) 30 μm; (c) 20 μm and (d) 30 μm.
Additionally, fig. 6 also shows that different types of NW lasers could be integrated into a single array. For both arrays plotted in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), the top row was solely composed by 435 nm diameter NWs, whilst the middle and bottom rows were formed by NWs with 660 and 920 nm diameters, respectively. Moreover, the NWs exhibited lasing emission from their end-facets after their integration at the desired locations in the arrays on the PDMS substrates. This is shown in fig. 6 (c) which plots a collage merging individually captured micrographs of all NWs in the array included in fig. 6 (b) when optically excited above their lasing thresholds. Fig. 6 , therefore shows that our nano-TP technique permits the formation of nanolaser arrays with flexible and bespoke spatial designs which can be engineered at will depending on the specific targeted applications and which not rely in fixed device structures [32] . Fig. 6(d) illustrates the process of fabricating the array in fig. 6(b) by means of nano-TP protocols. Specifically, fig. 6(d) shows sequential images depicting the alignment of the µ-stamp with a captured NW at the desired position in the array (left plot), surface contact between µ-stamp and substrate for NW release (middle plot) and the printed NW at the desired location in the array with the µ-stamp next to it (right plot). Finally, figs. 6(e) and 6(f) show the lasing spectrum from two selected InP NW lasers after their integration in the array in fig. 6(b) . Specifically, figs. 6(e) and 6(f) show respectively measured spectra for the 660 and 920 nm diameter NWs marked by the yellow and red dashed squares in fig. 6(b) . Moreover, the individual NWs in the arrays in fig. 6 have different dimensions and thus distinct emission wavelengths (see figs. 6(e) and 6(f)) which opens the door for future multiwavelength grids of NW lasers on diverse selected surfaces. [20] .
To better showcase the flexibility and possibilities of our nano-TP technique, we have also used it to produce bespoke complex spatial patterns with InP NW lasers. The example included in fig. 7 illustrates the formation of the acronym 'IOP', initials of the Strathclyde's Institute of Photonics with 435 nm diameter NWs controllably separated by just a few tens of microns. To help the reader, dashed lines joining the individual NWs in the pattern are included in the two plots depicted in fig. 7 . Fig. 7(a) shows a CCD image of the 'IOP' patterns which was built on a PDMS receiving substrate. Fig. 7 (b) plots a collage combining the micrographs of each NW lasing upon excitation with a pump laser.
Conclusion
We review our recent work on the newly developed nanoscale transfer printing technique (or nano-TP). Using this hybrid nanofabrication method we demonstrate the precise manipulation, organisation and positioning of semiconductor NW lasers onto different surfaces widely used in photonic technologies. Our results to date have shown that it is indeed possible to integrate InP NW lasers with different dimensions (with diameters ranging from 435 to 920 nm) onto polymer (PDMS), silica, silicon and metallic (gold) surfaces with sub-micrometer positioning accuracy. Our nano-TP technique relies on bespoke polymer elastomeric μ-stamps which enable the controllable capture and release of NW lasers; therefore allowing their transfer from a primary (or 'donor') substrate onto a targeted surface with very high positioning accuracy. Notably, the InP NW lasers retained their room-temperature lasing emission (without any significant changes in lasing threshold or linewidth) and structural properties after the transfer-printing processes in all the 'receiving' substrates investigated. Until now, our research has exclusively focused on the manipulation of InP NW lasers with emission in the infrared range of the spectrum. Yet we believe that this technique can also be extended to other NW lasers and other types of semiconductor nanostructures built from different material systems, with diverse structures and dimensions and with light emission at different wavelengths. Our nano-TP technique permits the feasible fabrication of complex spatial patterns, such as 1D/2D and other micrometric bespoke configurations, using NW lasers as building blocks. Moreover, we show that our nano-TP technique also allows the integration of devices with distinct features (e.g. different dimensions) to form a certain spatial pattern. In summary, our recently developed nano-TP technique provides a simple, versatile and flexible approach for the precise fabrication of bespoke nanophotonic systems using NW lasers as the building block, benefitting from the unique features of these ultra-small laser sources and impacting numerous applications. These may expand from photonic integrated systems for on-chip functionalities to highly-localised light sensing modules among many others.
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